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PLAYWRIGHT’S NOTE
My mother took her own life when I was
14 years old. At her funeral in Singapore,
gold ingots and hell money. Eight years
prior, at my father’s funeral, in addition
to the gold and money, we also burned
Benz, complete with his car plate. We
even burned two paper women (utterly
bizarre, especially for a six year old) and
an enormous ornate Chinese palace. We
were wealthier when my father died, so
we had more to offer him. I was worried
for my mother. Perhaps she could move
into his palace in the afterlife?
I remember the heat from those massive
height. The persistent embrace of the
heat seemed to warn me that it could
envelop me at any moment, just as it
had consumed my parents the morning
prior. The smell of the smoke lives in
me now, and when I catch the scent at
an Aussie barbeque or incense burning
at someone’s house, I am momentarily
brought back into being that small
by worship and offerings, hope and
yearning.
As I grow older, I realise that the afterlife,
grief and gold, love and money, family,
and status, have been constantly
Golden Blood is
my unravelling of these beliefs that have
been infused into my blood. I utilise a
pair of siblings recently orphaned as
a catalyst for my exploration. These

by the many potent characters I had
encountered in my teens. One was my
favourite babysitter, a cheeky gangster
who played Dance Dance Revolution
with me and made up fun songs with my
name in it, who one day I saw on the front
pages of the newspapers—he was one
of the biggest scam artists on the island
and has since disappeared. Another was
a pair of brothers, whose father was to be
hanged by the state that day, and armed
with a knife, they went on a rampage.
Perhaps I am curious to lift the veil of the
glitzy and glamorous Singapore that we
so often see on screen. I want to uncover
the stories that may be bubbling beneath
of those utterly desperate to ignite
themselves into that river of wealth and
are made along the way.
It has been a mammoth task bringing
this web of emotion, sensations, and
experiences onto the stage. I sincerely
and Melbourne Theatre Company for
giving my work the opportunity to be
received. I also want to thank Tessa,
Jenni, Chris, Declan, and everyone else
who patiently sifted through my brain
and heart with me and assisted in
translating them into words on a page.
for always holding my hand through the
Merlynn Tong
Playwright

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Gold. Ancestor worship. Gangstas.
Singapore chilli crab. A toy koala.
Merlynn Tong has found the ingredients
for a play that asks us confronting
questions about family and the depth

Renowned Chinese artist Ai Weiwei
famously, and purposely, dropped a 2000
year-old, million-dollar Han dynasty urn
and captured it in photographs. To the
resulting outrage he replied, ‘Chairman
Mao used to tell us that we can only
build a new world if we destroy the old
one’. He also has a series of photos,
Study in Perspective
raised in the foreground and an icon
Tiananmen Square, or the Mona Lisa, in
the background. For a long time, he has
invited questions about what we value,
and whether we can create anything new
when what came before us is held as
sacred.
How do we put a stop to what came
before us so that we may move on?
relation to our family. We inherit their
names. We carry them with us as part
of our own identity. For many Chinese,
this relation extends beyond those in our
immediate living family and is connected
to previous generations. Family
connections can be deep and complex.
So often we love them, so often we hate
them, so often we are annoyed by them.
Despite thinking our family could be the
worst on the planet—dysfunctional,
infuriating, chaotic—many of us will
defend them if someone else comes on
the attack. It is not just blood that ties
us. It’s a shared understanding about

who we are—separate from names,
genes, a shared household. We defend
our own and we will stand up for them
against others, even if it’s not in our
rational interests.

But what happens when rifts appear that
cannot be mended? What if you realise it
would be better for everyone if you went
it alone? Yes, your family may haunt you
forever, but nevertheless, a choice to
stay apart presents itself.
Golden Blood invites us into the world
brother and sister who are deeply aware
of their obligations to ancestors and the
family name, but who are completely
adrift from any sense of a traditional
family.
Golden Blood pulls hard at the ties we
threatens to untie us. It questions what a
bloodline means and what it means to be
at our suspicions of those we purport to
love the most and questions why. I am
thrilled to invite you into the world of
Merlynn Tong’s creation to experience
the chaos of what freedom can look like
for these two orphans.
with sharing so many stories with me of
her life, her family, and her childhood in
Singapore. From loss, so much humour,
grateful for her trust. I am inspired by
her honour for the sacred as well as her
desire to tear it apart.
Tessa Leong
Director
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writer of La Boite Theatre Company and was the 2020 resident writer
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Equity Action Plan. She is also a founding member of Adelaidebased theatre company isthisyours? for which she has directed Angelique by
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Fire, Hir (for which Michael won the Sydney Theatre Award for Best Stage Design),
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Urrwai, The Sugar House, Twelfth Night, Wayside Bride
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247 Days
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Fausto Brusamolino is a lighting and visual artist currently living on
Darug land. Fausto devises lighting and generative visuals for live
performances and
s, creates his own lighting art installations,
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and exhibitions. Fausto has lit productions in traditional venues
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abandoned locations. As a freelancer and creative business owner, Fausto has
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Sydney Festival, Sydney Opera House, Teatro Stabile di Torino (Italy), Victoria Hunt,
Urban Theatre Projects, Teatro Stabile di Torino and many more. Fausto recently
The Nightline, an immersive work that crafts
together installation, performance, and a powerful sound piece, set inside the
sculpture workshop at the National Arts School. Fausto received the 2018 Green
Room Award for Best Visual Design for Tangiwai, which he designed the lighting for
and developed the software/hardware to manipulate water effects in real time—
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who has built a reputation as one of the most innovative musicians
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sophomore record Pillar (Independent, 2019) was the feature album
on community radio stations nationwide and was nominated for the Australian
Music Prize. Her debut record Spacings (Silo Arts & Records, 2016) was nominated
for FBi SMAC Record of the Year and AIR Best Dance/Electronica Album, with its
single Nest being FBi Radio’s most played song that year. Lifted from the EP Fabrica
(Healthy Tapes, 2017), her single Let Me won the FBi SMAC Award for Best Song.
She has performed at renowned venues and festivals including Art Gallery of New
South Wales, Gallery of Modern Art, Iceland Airwaves, Melbourne Music Week,

for the ABC’s documentary The Glass Bedroom, a live score for Art Gallery of NSW’s
Starburst
Everybody Knows podcast,
Butter directed by Anita Lee. Her multi-arts
installations have been exhibited with Firstdraft Gallery, Liquid Architecture, 4A
Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, and I-Project Space, Beijing. In 2020, Rainbow
Chan was part of Artspace’s one year studio program and was selected as the
Songs from a Walled
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Visual Arts Emerging Fellowship (Artspace/Create NSW/NAS). Rainbow Chan is
signed to Gaga Music Publishing.
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work includes recreating the air from past eras in Earth’s evolution,
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as well as at the Bristol Biennial—In Other Worlds
A
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